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The present study investigated the effects of modality (method of presentation) on false memory. It was
hypothesized that an auditory format (audio tape) would produce a significantly greater incidence of false
memory than a visual format (PowerPoint). A convenience sample of 33 undergraduate students participated in
this experiment. The participants either viewed a set of word lists on a PowerPoint presentation or listened to
the same word lists on audio tape. Each list was followed by a 2-minute recognition task. An independent
samples t-test revealed no significant differences in recognition between the two modalities.

Our memory has a key, pervasive role in our everyday lives,
and remembering is something we engage in everyday but most
of us may think little about the process. In the case of false mem-
ory, there exists a deeper, more elusive process at work. The
erroneous remembering that is associated with false memories is
ultimately a deception from within, an innate capacity that we all
possess. False memories are defined as “either remembering
events that never happened, or remembering them quite different-
ly from the way they happened” (Roediger & McDermott, 1995).
It is an apparent recollection of something one did not actually
experience. Roediger and McDermott (1995) labeled false
memories with regard to the list learning paradigm a “striking
memory illusion” (p. 812). 

The list learning paradigm is a technique, first introduced in
1965, created to study false recognition of words when words
were presented in list format. The concept had participants being
given a recognition/recall task where they would decide if a word
presented in the task had in fact been in a list previously
presented. Each list would be comprised of a target word not
presented and words related to the target that were presented. For
example, sleep would be the target word and some of its related
words would be: bed, rest, awake, tired, dream, etc. The key to
the list phenomenon is to gauge if the related words elicited the
critical word erroneously in the recognition/recall task, thus
creating a false memory. The false memory phenomenon has

captured much attention from researchers and the public alike and
remains an intriguing, noteworthy and relevant topic of interest.
There exists a wealth of research related to false memories and
abuse as well as a separate body of research concerned with false
memory and the list learning paradigm. The current study focused
on the latter and, specifically, word lists and the effects of
auditory and visual formats of presentation on false memory. The
question at hand was whether or not the way in which the
stimuli, in this case word lists, were presented would impact the
number of false memories in recognition tasks. 

Many researchers have examined the effects of modality on
false memories and have shown that an auditory format
precipitates greater false memories. Prior research by Smith and
Hunt (1998) found that there was a significant reduction in false
remembering within a list learning paradigm when changing from
an auditory to visual modality. Roediger and McDermott (1995)
conducted the defining research with regard to the list learning
paradigm and reported a high incidence of false recognition. This
prior research was the catalyst for the present study, which sought
to manipulate modality and to determine incidences of false
recognition for words not presented in lists. Roediger and
McDermott (1995) presented participants with lists of fifteen
words (e.g., bed, rest, awake) that were related to a target word
for that list (e.g., sleep), but the target word was not presented.
H o w e v e r, the target word was recognized after the initial
presentation and therefore erroneously remembered, producing
high incidences of false memories on the recognition tasks. In
their study, Gallo, McDermott, Percer, and Roediger (2001)
found that auditory format led to greater false recognition than
did visual format. They suggested that modality does in fact have
a significant impact as evidenced by the fact that it changes
memory or influences  erroneous memory. Their efforts and those
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of other researchers demonstrate that indeed the way we are
presented information greatly influences remembering of
said information. 

Another relevant study by Foos and Goolkasian (2005) on the
topic of working memory and attention to stimulus with regards
to presentation formats found that there is greater attention and
effort given to the processing of visual stimuli than auditory
or print stimuli, but that both visual and auditory receive
significantly greater attention than print. Therefore with regard to
false memory, a visual format would produce fewer incidences
because greater attention is being paid to the presentation of the
stimuli, whereas with auditory, less attention is being paid to the
presentation of the stimuli, therefore precipitating higher inci-
dences of false memories. Thus there is clear evidence that
modality has an effect on false memory and specifically that an
auditory format precipitates greater incidences of false memories
for words not presented in lists. Although the effect is well-
established, the mechanism is not: Why do false memories occur
and what is generating this illusion from within? This intriguing
phenomenon and the groundbreaking work of Roediger and
McDermott (1995) served as a template for the present
experiment that further investigated the effects of modality. It was
hypothesized that an auditory format would produce a
significantly greater incidence of false memory than a visual
format. The independent variable in this experiment was
modality (presentation format) with two levels (auditory and
visual). The dependent variable was the response variable and
was defined as the number of words falsely recognized on the
false recognition task. 

Method
Participants

A convenience sample of 33 (17 in the auditory condition, 16
in the visual condition) undergraduate students of a northeastern
public university participated in this study. The participants were
recruited using sign up sheets and flyers and were compensated
with course credit (at the discretion of their professor). 

Materials

The materials that were used for this study included the use
of a research classroom at the university for running both
conditions. Also used were the PowerPoint slides (created
by the author of this study), tape recorder and audio tape
(created by the author of this study), and a set of 5 word lists of
associated words (taken from a study by Roediger and
McDermott, 1995) for target words: Sleep, Chair, Sweet, Needle,
and King (See Appendix A). Also utilized in this experiment were
original recognition tasks for each word list were comprised
of 31 words total (15 associates or old words presented +
the 1 target word (not presented) + 15 random new words
(not presented originally but presented at random on the
recognition task sheets) ( See Appendix B)). 

Procedure

Upon arriving at the research classroom, the participants were
randomly assigned to one of the two conditions (auditory-
recognition) or (visual-recognition) and each condition was run
separately. The participants in the auditory condition listened to
the set of 5 lists on tape and the participants in the visual
condition viewed the set of 5 lists on a PowerPoint presentation.
The lists consisted of 15 words each, and the words were
presented one at a time, with each word in the list  presented 3
seconds apart for both conditions. The lists were given for both
conditions in the following order: Sleep, Chair, Sweet, Needle,
and King. After each list was presented, the participants were
given the recognition task face down, and then when the timer
was activated, they were told “GO” and the recognition task
began. The directions of the task asked them to circle the words
they recognized from the list just presented. They were
instructed to turn their papers face down when complete. After
the two minutes, the sheets were collected and the same
procedure followed for each subsequent list for both conditions.
The total elapsed time start to finish was approximately fifteen
minutes.  Responses were scored as follows for each participant.
A participant received a 5 out of 5 for all target (nonpresented)
words circled, 4 out of 5 if  4 of the target words were circled, and
subsequently 3 out of  5, etc., down to 0. 

Results

An independent samples t-test was used to analyze the data and
revealed no significant differences between the two modalities.
Thus, the hypothesis was not supported. The auditory format did
have a slightly higher mean (M = 4.41, SD = 1.06) than the
visual format (M = 3.75, SD = .86) but it was not significantly
higher, t (31) = 1.96, p = .06.  For both conditions, none of the
participants circled a new word (words that appeared in the
recognition task but were not previously presented).  In addition,
all participants had at least 1 target word out of 5 circled.   

Discussion

Though not significant, the results of this study are consistent
with previous research on false memory with regard to word lists
and modality effects (Roediger & McDermott, 1995; Smith
&Hunt, 1998; Gallo et al., 2001; Foos & Goolkasian, 2005).
These researchers found more instances of false memories in a
list learning paradigm in an auditory format than in a visual one.
Future research should increase the number of participants and
decrease the time of the recognition task because one minute
seemed more than ample for both conditions. Furthermore,
increasing the number of word lists used and utilizing lists that
contained lower associative words for comparison with higher
associative words, like those used in the current study, could
prove instructive. Higher associative words within a list, like
those used in the present study, are words that are closely related
and/or have a higher association or commonality, such as sleep
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( t a rget, nonpresented word) and bed (presented word). In
contrast, lower associative words in a list would be words that
have less in common or are not as closely associated to the target,
nonpresented word. Also, further research could compare free
recall (generating the words) with recognition tasks (recognizing
the words) with regard to list memory. Despite the fact that the
present study did not produce significant results, false memories
remain an intriguing phenomenon, a definite “striking memory
illusion” that colors the landscape of our memory.  Its compelling
nature should be of great significance to us all individually as
well as collectively. We are all susceptible to the wonder and
elusive quality of our memory. As the great painter Salvador Dali
(1993) once said, “The difference between false memories and
true ones is the same as for jewels: It is always the false ones that
look the most real, the most brilliant” (p. 38).
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Appendix A
Lists:

Sleep  Chair Sweet Needle
King bed table sour

thread queen rest sit
candy pin England awake
legs sugar eye crown

tired seat bitter sewing
prince dream couch good
sharp George wake desk

taste point dictator snooze
recliner tooth prick palace

blanket sofa nice thimble
throne doze wood honey
haystack chess slumber cushion

soda thorn rule snore
swivel chocolate hurt subjects
nap stool heart injection

monarch peace sitting cake
syringe royal yawn rocking
tart cloth leader drowsy

bench pie knitting reign

Appendix B

[Target word:  Sleep] 
Please circle the words you recognize from the list just presented.  

autumn pepper snooze choir
rest awake telephone slumber

wave drowsy basketball bed
deck yawn film rake
snore boot doze dog

blanket towel sleep ladder
nap tired clock dream
peace tiger wake

[Target word:  Chair]
Please circle the words you recognize from the list just presented.  

camera recliner legs incubator

pudding vase sofa Easter
chair magnet wood oven
desk fog sitting glider

rocking cushion printer bench
afternoon stool record swivel
sunflower sit seat table

community magazine couch

[Target word:  Sweet] 
Please circle the words you recognize from the list just presented.  

pie sand paper detergent
sour scissors good candy

constellation cake jester bitter
graduation heart sugar fax
earthquake kite tooth shampoo

chocolate nice wedding teapot
taste honey soda journal
tart xylophone sweet alphabet
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[Target word:  Needle]
Please circle the words you recognize from the list just presented. 

gold thread mustache knitting
dictionary eye jewelry thimble

eclipse hurt lifeguard sharp
pencil syringe church needle
color ox pin poster

injection ornament sewing prick
card haystack radar cloth
point star thorn

[Target word:  King]
Please circle the words you recognize from the list just presented.

throne shamrock prince horizon
queen chrysanthemum reign apology

monarch balloon England pharmacy
season king myth George
bracket subjects teacher palace

dictator crown computer chess
royal lightning imagination rule
Christmas leader calendar


